ABSTRACT fective contributions of delayed neutrons i n the MSRE during steady power operation. Nonleakage probabilities were used as the measure of relative importance of prompt and delayed neutrons, and the spatial and energy distributions of the prompt and delayed neutron sources were included i n the calculation of these probabi I ities .
INTRODUCTION
The kinetics of the f i s s i o n chain reaction i n a circulating-fbel reactor are influenced by the transport of the delayed neutron precursors. %is f a c t makes a rigorous treatment quite com@licated.1y2 The approach generally followed i s t o drop the transport term fromthe precursor equat i o n (making the kinetics equations identical with those f o r stationary reactors) and make an approximate a;llowance for the precursor transport by replacing the delayed neutron fractions, p,, wi%h "effective" values, This approximation is used i n ZORCH, the 6emloped for analysis of t h e kinetics of the The purpose of the work reported here i s t o be used i n the MSRE analyses. c a q u t e r program
MsRE.3 t o obtain values APPROACH TO THE PROBLEM
The importance of delayed neutzons i s enhanced i n fixed-fuel reactors because the energy spectra of the delayed neutrons l i e a t much lower energies than that of the promps neutrons. make t h e delayed neutrons more valuable because they are less l i k e l y t o escape from the reactor in the course of slowing dawn t o thenaal energies.
This e f f e c t is, of c m s e 9 also present i n circulating-fuel reactors. greater importance, however, i n these reactors i s the spatial distribution of the delayed neutron sources.
outside the core and contribute nothing t o the chain reactiono %ore, those delayed neutrons whfch are emitted in the core are, on the average9 produced nearer t o t h e edges of the core than a r e the prorrrlpt neutrons, which tends t o m t h c r reduce the con'bribution of a particular T%e differences i n energy spectra
Of
Many of the delayed neutrons are emitted Furthergroup of delayed neutrons.
The contribution of delayed neutrons during a power transient i n a circulating-fie1 reactor i s affected by the continual change i n the shape of the spatia3 source distribution. Thus the use of an ''effective" h a ct i o n f o r a delay group i n analyzing such transients is, i n itself, an approximation. If t h i s approximatian is made, and a single s e t of "effective" fractions i s t o be used i n the analysis of a variety of transients, it w o u l d seem that the values should be the fractional contributions of the various groups t o the chain reaction under steady-state conditions.
The problem a t hand i s t o calculate these contributions, It has been the practice i n the analyses of circulating-fie1 reactors Y t o take $./pi t o be just the *action of the i t h group which i s emitted inside the coree is equal t o that of the prompt neutrons; which would be t r u e i f the increase i n importance due t o lower source energies exactly offset the decrease due t o the distortion of the spatial distribution i n the core.
The m h e r approximation i s usually made i n computing the fraction emitted i n the core t h a t the precursor production is uniform over the core volume.
We s h a l l seek t o improve the evaluation of pi by calculating more accur a t e l y the spatial distribution of precursors and by taking i n t o account more explicitly the effect of the spatial and energy distributions on t h e importance of the delayed neutrons.
fining pi/$, as "essentially the probability t h a t a delayed neutron of the i t h kind w i l l produce a fission divided by the probability that a prompt neutron w i l l produce a fission," and adds t h a t "for a simple reactor t h i s probability i s given by the r a t i o of t h e nonleakage probabilities of the respective types of neutrons .'I4 L e t us adopt the definition of Bi/f3, as the r a t i o of the nonleckage probabilities. nonleakage probability f o r prconpt neutrons i s P neutrons which are actually emitted in the core it is Pi. O f a particular group, only t h e fraction Gi i s emitted i n the core so the nonleakagc proba b i l i t y for all neutrons of the i t h group i s flipf.
This implies t h a t t h e importance of the delayed neutrons genized approximation" we mean a reactor in which the flux is assumed t o vanish at the physical boundary and i n which the ccanposition is uniform The approach we shall follow i n calculating effective delayed neutron so that ( 2 ) appliese6 W e s h a l l a l s o assume that the fuel velocity i s uniform over the entire core. With the substi'cution of (2) and (E), equation (U) becomes
DERIVATION OF
Along any channel r i s constant and at steady s t a t e when $o i s not changing, (13) can be integrated t o give where c i s the concentration in fuel entering the core at z = 0.
0
The concentration at the a u t l e t of a channel i s given by (14) w i t h 2; = H.
In the actual MSRE coreO the flux deviates fYom (2) because of the 6 depression around the rod t h b b l e s and because the flux does not vanish a t the physical edge o f t h e core. (17) and (18) can be solved for eo. As explained on page 6 it is desirable t o normaliEe the delayed neutron source t o one flssion neutron so that the integral over the core volume w i l l equal ge. m e r a t e of neutron production i s Assuming, as before, t h a t the fuel volume fraction i s not a function of r, integration gives for the t o t a l Gate of neutron production.
distribution i s
The normalized source Substitution of (14)9 (19) and (U) into (22) For the purpose of calculating the n o d e w e probability l e t us represent S(r,z) by an i n f i n i t e series which vanishes at z = 0, z = H and r = R. The change i n the effective delayed neutron fraction between noncirculating and circulating conditions is a factor in determining control rod requirecments .
In the noncirculating core, the source of delayed neutrons has the same shape as the source of prompt neutrons and 
RESULTS O F MSRE CALCULATIONS (40
The equations derived i n the preceding section were used i n calculations for a simplified model of the MS-EE core. used.) Results are summarized i n Table 1 . residence t i m e , i n units of precursm half-lives, ranges fpom 0.2 f o r the longest-lived group t o 41 f o r the shortest-lived group. Because of t h i s wide range, the shapes of the delayeB neutron sources vary widely. Figure 1 shows axial distributions a t the radius where J0(2.4 r / R ) has i t s average value, 0.43l8. production of one fission neutron i n the reactor. For the longest-lived GOUP, the So term, which i s flat i n the radial direction, i s by far the largest. This term i s relatively insignificant for groups 3-6. For the very short-lived groups, the SI term predominates, i .e e , the shape approaches that of the fission distribution.
(See Appendix for data
The table shows that the core
The source densities were normalized t o a Figure 2 shows the twofold effect of circulation i n reducing the The reduction contribution of the largest group of delayed neutrons.
i n the number of neutrons emitted i n the core is indicated by the difference i n the areas under the curves. The higher leakage probability wi.th the fuel circulating i s suggested by the s h i f t i n the distribution, which reduces the average distwce the neutrons woulcl travel i n reaching the outside of the core, Table 2 for ease of comparison. 
APPEXDIX Expressions for Nonleakage Probabilities
It i s desired t o calculate the probability t h a t a neutron from a distributed source of specified shape and i n i t i a l energy w i l l be absorbed as a slow neutron i n a cylindrical, bare reactor.
bution Si(r,z).
Consider the neutrons t o be born a t energy Eio with a spatial d i s t r i -U s e age treatment t o describe slowing dawn, i.e., This i s the expression for the nonleakage probability given i n the t e x t as equation ( 9 ) . Now consider a special case where the neutron source i s proportional t o the flux, namely the fission newtrcms born at t h e s i t e of the fission. plicatfng the situation i s the f a c t t h a t outside of the channeled region, the f u e l velocity i s lower than in the channels (because the volume fraction of f i e 1 i s much higher i n the end regions). radial variations i n the fuel volume fraction and channel velocity. the central channels the fuel velocity is over three times the 0.60 f%/sec which is found in more than three-fourths of the channels.) the following slmplifications. Consider the "core" t o be bounded by the horizontal planes a t the extreme top and the extreme bottom of the graphite.
This gives H = 68.9 i n . For yields and half-lives of the delayed neutron groups, l e t us use
These are given i n 
Neutron Diffusion Length
In the main body of the MSFU3 core the square of the diffusion length 2 f o r thermal neutrons i s 210 cm .
ing fuel with no thorium and about O J 3 mole percent uranium. 
